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P RESIDENTIAL A DDRESS
As we roll into March, I can’t remember a winter as relentless as this
one, at least not here in Tennessee. As a native Western New Yorker
(Buffalo), I remember the blizzard of 1977. Even with snow as high as
my upstairs bedroom window, it wasn’t as cold as it has been here in
Nashville. Speaking of blizzards, and I am sure we have at least one or
two native Bostonians in our club, I have to give it to Boston. Even in
the middle of a blizzard, they know how to keep their roads clean and
passable. Unfortunately, I know that from first-hand experience in
February.
With all that, I know we all must be looking forward to Spring. Some
of us have BMWs we drive every day, and others have BMWs we only
bring out in perfect weather. No matter which category you fit in, you
have to be itching for that coming sunny day when you can put your
window down, or even your top down, crank up the tunes, and let it
rip. I am hoping we have many days like that. The sooner they get here,
the happier I know I’ll be.
For those of us who just can’t wait for nice weather to get here, we have
Florida! Many of your club members are heading to the Amelia Island
Concours D’Elegance. If the weather holds to years past, it will be that
first glimpse of springtime I know I am longing for. If you haven’t been
to Amelia Island, it needs to go on your bucket list. Not only is it a
beautiful place to get away to, it’s one of the premier automotive events
of the year. And relatively close to Nashville!
For those not going to Amelia, we haven’t forgotten about you. We
hold chapter meetings every month around Nashville and the
surrounding area. Come out and have an informal dinner and beer with
other BMW owners and enthusiasts! If you haven’t been before, I want
to encourage you to come out. Our meetings are very informal and a
great opportunity to meet and enjoy a meal and a drink together.
On March 21 we have a great drive planned to Monteagle, with a
fantastic lunch at Dave’s Modern Tavern. This is a drive I did last year
that has some great twisty, curvy roads along the way that I promise
you will make you forget about I-24. Dave’s Modern Tavern is an
amazing restaurant on Monteagle. They have an extensive menu, and
their great view that will have you going back again on your own. And
the gumbo ... is amazing!
Two other quick announcements. I am very happy to announce that we
have two membership directors for our club. Our former president
Murray Crow (also author of Murray’s Musings) has volunteered to fill
this important role, as has JC (John) Costarakis. JC is a fairly new
member of our club, and I am excited to have him and Murray sharing
this role. Nothing is more important to our growth than making our
new members feel welcome. Both Murray and JC will be working to
bring in new members and make them feel welcome and a part of the
club. Murray and JC, thank you both for filling this very important role.
Thankfully I am packing my bags today for a trip to Los Angeles, so I
am going to get a taste of warm weather this week – just enough to
make me really miss it even more when I get back.
All the best.
– Joe

Please welcome our
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Check oldhickorybmwcca.org and your email for updates!

Emilie Boone, Gallatin
Benjamin Brady, Nashville
David Bishop, Spring Hill
Sharma Burdick, Nashville
Benjamin Climer, Spring Hill
Adam Doochin, Nashville
Robert Filer, Fayetteville
Alex Finney, Murfreesboro
Stephanie Hall, Nashville
Edward Hasch, Franklin
Benjamin Hoback, Nashville
James Jennings, Gallatin
Michael Locke, Springfield
Emily Long, Brentwood
Andrew Melchior, Nashville
Emmanuel Ogutu, Franklin
Jason Riddle, Nashville
Jimmy Scott, Franklin
William Shoup, Columbia
Trystin Sowders, Smyrna
M.T. Taylor, Franklin
Keith Wilson, Brentwood

	
  

Rob & Adam’s Famous Fun Rally – April 18
A fun rally is a simple and casual back roads driving event
where contestants follow a planned route and answer
questions that are on the route map regarding things they
see along the way. Contestants compete for trophies based
on how well they follow the timed route and correctly
answer the questions along the way. At the Fun Rally, fun is
the main objective!
Stay tuned for location and route information, plus
instructions on how to register for this event.

Old	
  Hickory	
  drivers	
  lined	
  up	
  at	
  last	
  year’s	
  Fun	
  Rally.	
  

Other Chapter Events
What a winter! Leave it behind you, hose off the salt and
grit, and come for a drive! The great thing about being in a
Tennessee chapter is the wonderful countryside and
winding routes we find once we leave the interstate.
Stay tuned for details about these upcoming events!
• Mar ch 21 . Drive to Monteagle
• May 9. Spring drive in the country
• June 2 0. Cherokee Steakhouse & Watertown Drive-in

To all new and current members:
•

Be sure to visit oldhickorybmwcca.org, our official
website, for news, event updates, and other good stuff.

•

If you’re not receiving emails about our Chapter activities,
contact Tyree at tpeters@oldchickorybmwcca.org. Be sure
your email is registered with BMW CCA.

•

You can also follow us at twitter.com/OldHickoryBMW
and at facebook.com/OldHickoryBMWCCA.

June	
  20.	
  Cherokee	
  Steakhouse	
  &	
  Stardust	
  Drive-‐In,	
  	
  

Chapter Meetings	
  

Meet other members for food and conversation!	
  
•

April 9: Rafferty’s, 4041 Armory Oaks Dr., Nashville, 6:30

•

May 14: Location TBD

•

June 11: Location TBD

Other Car Events
Car s & Coffe e. Saturdays at the Carmike Theater parking
lot Cool Springs Blvd, 8:00. This has grown into a big C&C,
and an especially large turnout, including exotics, shows up
the first Saturday of every month. See
facebook.com/carsandcoffeenashville.
Bar be r Hi stori cs. May 15-17, Barber Vintage Motorsports
Museum, Birmingham. Vintage motorcycle and car displays,
racing, and swap meet. See barbermuseum.org or email John
Viviani (jviviani@barbermuseum.org) for details.
More car events are listed on page 7!

Scan these codes with
your smartphone to
visit us on Twitter (left)
and Facebook (right).

Gemütlichkeit wants to know! Did one of our articles get you
thinking? Do you have a sweet car or event photo to share? A
good BMW story? A Bimmer for sale? Do you have an idea for
an article? Send letters, stories, classifieds, and big photos to
msmith@oldhickorybmwcca.org.
Pass Gemütlichkeit on to a friend! You can help us spread the
word about BMW CCA activities, discounts, and benefits by
keeping Gemütlichkeit in circulation. Forward this issue to
another BMW owner or someone interested in cars. Send a
link to someone you know. Print interesting articles – or write
one! – to show your friends. And join us at chapter events!
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BMW’s Continuing Design Leadership
A while back, in the fall of 2009, I digressed in this column
about Chris Bangle’s styling of BMWs and his influence on
the entire automotive industry. Bangle’s BMW styling
quickly crossed over into other vehicle makes – Toyota,
Honda, and Acura, then other car manufacturers. As
controversial as Chris Bangle was, especially to BMW
owners, his influence in the entire industry was profound.
But this is really nothing new. If you really study older
generations of BMWs compared to other manufacturers,
you will see that BMW is generally the leader in styling,
with other manufacturers following. The same is true even
in the newest BMW models, the i3 and the i8.

What is the point of these Acura comparisons? Acura has
recently revealed the upcoming release of the newly
restyled 2nd generation NSX. Not only is the new NSX a
hybrid/electric like the i8, there is a more-thancoincidental styling similarity. Acura states that the NSX is
the automotive industry’s first supercar with a female
design lead. A little bit of Google research reveals that the
lead designer for the now defunct ZDX (X6 knockoff) is
the same person that is the design lead for the NSX. To be
honest, I find this fact to be a little shocking. But you know
the quote: Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

The i3 and i8 have been on the market long enough for their
styling to be seen by a good portion of the general public.
Many are likely to think these two models are concept
vehicles not in production, and are astonished to learn that
these are actual production vehicles. Since these models
were on the drawing board for several years before
production, their pre-production concept models were
circulating around the world at auto shows. So of course
their influence is already starting to surface among other
vehicle manufacturers.
In 2009, I mentioned how Acura shamelessly replicated an
X6 with the introduction of their ZDX model. The ZDX is
no longer in production due to poor sales. Need I mention
the X6 is still going strong? This goes to show that brand
can carry a model more than styling.

NSX (Source: Acura)

i8 (Source: BMW)
ZDX (Source: Acura)

At one time, Acura had a certain styling individuality that
set it apart from other car makes. It doesn’t appear that is
still the case with all of their models. Maybe no one else
will really notice the similarities, but BMW owners around
the world can smile with pride that the i8 was the style
leader that set the stage for the 2nd generation NSX and
maybe other supercars of the future.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m really not knocking Acura. Acura
will continue with a grand introduction of the NSX in
2016, and I’m sure it will set high marks with its
performance and build quality. Plus, I owned an Acura for
over eight years and found that it was an extremely well

X6 (Source: BMW)

built, problem-free, high-quality vehicle. It had a 3.2-liter
VTEC engine that was as smooth as silk at lower RPMs
but literally screamed at higher RPMs. The car had 204,000
miles on it when I sold it, yet it had never flashed a check
engine light, and the engine was still leak-free with zero oil
consumption. Under the right circumstances, I might
purchase one again.
On the non-supercar end of the spectrum, BMW has
introduced the i3. The i3 can be considered a fully electric
vehicle geared toward local use due to its limited 80-mile
range, (without range extender). It has an advanced carbon
fiber/aluminum structure that sets it apart from most any
other car. It also features a utilitarian yet somewhat
whimsical design that makes it both functional and
stylistically unique – for the time being, that is.
BMW has again become a style leader with the i3. It is
already being mimicked. Chevrolet is currently displaying a
concept named the Bolt. Chevrolet recently previewed this
vehicle and has stated that they are committed to its
production. Like the i3, the Bolt will be a fully electric
vehicle. Again, you can say that imitation is flattery.
Take a look at these photo comparisons, judge for yourself,
and remember: the BMW you drive today, whether it’s new
or old, was/is a style leader in the automotive community.
Happy Motoring.

– Murray

Chapter Financial Statement
January-December 2014
Each year we provide a report on Old Hickory Chapter’s
finances.

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income:
Advertising Revenue
Interest
Meeting Revenue
Membership Dues
Rebates from National
Total Income
Expense:
Insurance
Meeting Expense
Merchandise-Awards
Newsletter Costs
Postage
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Other Income/Expense
Other Expense:
Bank Fees
PO Box Rental
Website/Internet

300.00
0.27
150.00
4,345.22
825.00
5,626.49
1,110.00
1,540.33
295.52
2,230.01
240.04
5,120.38
506.11

15.00
72.00

Email marketing expense: 12.75
Website/Internet – Other: 1,005.17

Total Website/Internet
Other
Total Other Expense
Net Other Income

1,017.92
82.12
1,187.04
-1,187.04

Net Income

-680.93

Assets

Bolt (Source: Chevrolet)

Checking/Savings
Checking
Savings
Total Checking/Savings
Other Current Assets
Prepaid Expenses/Deposits
Prepaid email marketing
Total Other Current Assets
Total Assets

3,446.78
2,002.44
5,449.22

140.25
140.25
5,589.47

Liabilities & Equity

i3 (Source: BMW)

Equity/Retained Earnings
Unrestricted Net Assets
Net Income
Total Equity

6,367.80
-97.40
-680.93
5,589.47

Total Liabilities & Equity

5,589.47
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Fastbacks, “hidden headlights,” and
tailfins. We’ve seen them come and
we’ve seen them go. And in some cases,
come around again. The big fastback
first made an appearance in the 1930s.
After WWII, it was replaced by the
longer, lower, wider look of the 1950s
and 1960s. But guess what? The big
fastback is back.
Arguably this was set in motion by the
Mercedes CLK, the first of a new
generation of “four-door coupes,” as
they mistakenly like to call them. Of
course I had to drive one the first day it
came out, and while it drove like a
Mercedes (very well!), the amount of
rear headroom lost by the sleek design
rendered it unsuitable for four adults
(or in my case two adults and two
teenagers).
Other manufacturers soon followed
suit, with Audi doing the best job with
the A7, I think. Its mission was clear:
Transport four adults comfortably (five
in a pinch) with the style and sportiness
of a fastback coupe. Others were not as
focused. In particular, the Honda
Crosstour wasn’t sure if it was trying to
be sleek sports car or a big, boxy
utilitarian thing. The result is both, yet
neither. And it drives that way, too.
The latest wrinkle on big fastbacks can
be seen in SUVs, described by cars.com
as “tall sport utility passenger cars with
sloping rooflines and large hatch
openings instead of trunks.” I couldn’t
have said it worse myself! But why?
Fins made their debut after WWII,
inspired by the twin-boom P-38
Lightning fighter plane. With airplanes,
a dorsal fin is sometimes added for extra
longitudinal stability. Usually it means
the prototype didn’t have enough tail
surface. Rather than going completely
back to the drawing board, they can a
ridge to the top of the fuselage without
much effort. In the case of cars,
however, it’s just a styling gimmick.
Sorry, no aerodynamic gain there.
In that era, GM’s Harley Earle led the
way, and other manufacturers followed
in their wake. In return for being the
frontrunner, GM has taken plenty of
heat along the way. The Aerostar series

Graf Hilgenhurst

Good design or styling gimmick?
of slant-nosed minivans were called
“dustbusters,” and the rounded,
oversized Caprice was deemed the
“lifebuoy” for its resemblance to a bar of
soap. These days other marques have set
off major changes in the industry. Who
could forget the “gumdrop” Ford Taurus
of the early 80s? At the time I thought it
was hideous, but looking back, it was
the first of the modern aerodynamic
cars. Everything before that was
instantly rendered too square.
And then there were the mandatory
daytime running lights introduced by
GM, after a study in Sweden showed a
decreased accident rate when lights
were on 24-7 (at least in Sweden). It
still irks me, as I like to think that the
driver gets to make the final decision on
lights and everything else. But at least it
opened up the way for Audi’s “squiggle,”
a whimsical collection of shapes applied
to LED daytime running lights.
Hidden headlights may be gone for
good, and I for one don’t miss them.
Nothing worse than seeing a Miata with
its headlights stuck in the “up” position,
except maybe for the comical one-upand-one-down look. Originally
headlights were round, and only round.
Designers could choose between two
large or four small. In the early 60s,
Lexan coverings made Jaguar, VW, and
Porsche models a bit sexier, but the U.S.
government banned Lexan, allegedly
because of glare problems.
Later models didn’t look as good. By the
80s, square headlights were in vogue.
Currently, DOT has deregulated
headlights, allowing an infinite number
of shapes. This has done wonders for
stylists, but is a disaster when shopping
for replacement parts. Audi has filed for
the use of laser headlights, but hasn’t
gotten DOT approval yet. Is it the next
big thing? Stay tuned!
Some marques have done a better job
maintaining their identity than others.
While Ferrari, Corvette, and Porsche
designers have the comparatively easy
task of preserving the icon, the same
cannot be said of sedan and minivan
creators. With increased government
regulations, they are forced into same-

height bumpers, headlights, taillights,
and aerodynamic efficiency standards,
lending a certain bland sameness to
their designs.
BMW got away from the “box-on-topof-a-box” look with Chris Bangle’s “art
cars” of the early 2000s. These featured
“flame surfacing”, ridges added for the
sake of interest, and as the infamous
“Bangle butt,” a trunk that looks ajar
even when fully shut. And of course the
5 Series with its overstyled headlights,
nicknamed the “Dame Edna.” I think
history will be kinder to the Bangle cars
than the automotive press was at the
time. They ganged up on him like a
bunch of 8th grade girls making fun of
the one in braces. Still, current BMWs
are struggling to maintain their identity.
The dual “kidney” grill, four round
headlights, and “Hofmeister Kink” are
not enough to set them apart. Or rather,
to keep others from imitating them.
Take a look at recent models from Kia
and Hyundai, especially from the rear
quarter. It’s like trying to tell a Harley
Davidson from a Japanese V-twin:
impossible.
Of all those vying for a distinctive look,
only 3 stand out in my mind: 1) Audi, 2)
Cadillac, and 3) Mercedes. Each has
great consistency from model to model,
wonderful attention to detail, and an
overall stylishness that’s hard to beat.
Audi’s trademark Fu-Manchu grill, the
J. Mays-inspired “1/2 round” greenhouse, and squiggle daytime running
lights are instantly recognizable.
Cadillac inherited the shield-shaped
“egg crate” grill, vertically stacked
headlights, and vertical taillights from a
previous generation. They’ve made the
best of it, creating a whole series of “Art
and Science” designs that have reestablished the brand as a leader.
Mercedes has maintained their
traditional big chrome box grill, threepointed star, and corrugated taillights,
and despite many imitators, has stayed a
step ahead in designs that emulate class
and good taste.
Now if we can just get Toyota to do
something about a certain hybrid design
that has been dubbed “the hump-back
whale.”

Grüß Gott!

Ron Steurer
Auf Wiedersehen, Petra

I wanted to share with my BMW
brotherhood that Petra is now in the big
Roundel in the sky.
Early last fall I was involved in a frontend collision I thought was minor at the
time. Bumper, hood, and headlight
damage. Unfortunately, after the shop
tore it down they found some chassis
damage – small, but enough for the cost
to justify the car as non-repairable. She
was deemed a loss by the insurance
company. I looked at every possible way
to get the car back and have it repaired
myself. But the body shop said they still
might find more damage that could cost
even thousands more to repair.
Plus then having a rebuilt-titled
car and the problems with that.
So I had to accept the fact and say
my farewell to her. I snagged the
hood roundel as a memento
before leaving the shop. For those
that don’t know the history, I
picked up the car in Munich via a
European Delivery in May of
2010, so it was special to me. But
I do have all the pictures, videos,
and memories of that great trip.
But in the grand scheme of things, it’s
just car at the end of the day, and both
parties walked away uninjured from the
accident. Still, took a while to get over
that, as one might expect.
So I was left to decide: what to get next?
A brand new BMW was definitely out
of the question. My priorities are
different than there were five years ago!
With the insurance check, I wanted to
pay cash and still have some left over. So

I looked at some 3 Series ... hmm, do I
get a 335 now? I thought about it but
just didn’t want the potential heartache
dealing with a turbo engine well out of
warranty.
OK, now with three kiddos to boot,
maybe I take this opportunity to move
up to a 5 Series with more space? I have
always loved the e60s. So I scoured the
interwebs and thought about a 545/550
with that yummy robust V8, but reality
got the better of me and I took a cold
shower. I knew I should stick with the
workhorse in the BMW stable, the
naturally aspirated inline six.

Both had the sports package and were
very clean. The ’07 would have seen the
winters and rough roads of Maryland,
though, then the additional cost and
hassle of having it shipped. So I decided
on the ’05, which was a one-owner, 58K
black on black, with sport/prem/cold,
six-speed, NAV, and all records from
the dealer since day one. Plus it was
garaged at home and at work.
I don’t think I could have found a better
fit. And he offered to meet me in
Chattanooga. So on a very cold, blustery
early November Saturday, a fellow
BMW enthusiast and myself met him
there, and we sealed the deal. The
only reason he was selling it was
that he received a Mercedes
company car, and his BMW just
sat in the garage all the time. Poor
guy, huh?

So I think I did pretty well and am
very pleased with car so far. It
actually does a little nicer on the
highway than my 328 due to the
taller gearing and better sound
Willkommen, 5er!
deadening in the cabin for road
noise. The car is very smooth and
quiet
at
80mph+.
So I had it narrowed down to an ’04-’07
530, and it had to be a six-speed with
the sport package. Those criteria really
narrowed my search, of course. Now, do
I get it with the M54 engine or the
updated N52? That decision really
depended on condition, mileage, and
location.
So after a few weeks of searching I
narrowed it down to an ’05 530 out of
Atlanta or an ’07 530 out of Maryland.

It’s not quite as agile and nimble as my 3
Series, but that is to be expected with
the 5er. With just a little over 60K on
the clock now, I hope to at least have
this car until my boys are out of car
seats and can enjoy dad rowing thru the
gears from the back seats, which I might
add are heated. Little stinkers.
Enjoy the spring driving out there folks!
Tschüss!

Car Events in the Area
If you absolutely can’t make it to an Old Hickory chapter
event, here are some more events to consider.
March 25-29: The Atlanta International Auto Show, Georgia
World Congress Center. See www.goautoshow.com for
details.
April 18: K ars 4 K ids. This classic car show and festival raises
funds for Tennessee Baptist Children’s Home. Visit
www.kars4kidsnashville.com for complete details.

May 9: Start Driving, Stop Leukemia Charity Poker Run,
Brentwood. The Team Annie Rose Foundation organizes this
driving event that benefits for the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society. Drive a planned route, collect cards for your “hand,”
and support a worthy cause! See www.teamannierose.com for
details.
National Corvette Museum Motorsports Park events:
Bowling Green, KY. See www.motorsportspark.org for HPDE
events, track days, and other throughout the year. Bluegrass
Bimmers events May 15-17 and September 25-27!	
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